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I have a theory. My theory is that every time the government or some corporation
commits an act of destruction to the wild or humanity; if every time a corporation’s oil
tanker pollutes a coastline, or they mangle, plunder and destroy a wild place; if every
time they do this, I take my anger and I place it in a certain compartment inside my
brain, when it comes time for the insurrection I will be able to access those pieces of
anger that I stored.

So I spend my days patiently continuingly attempting to stop the madness which drives the
governments and corporations, and each day I hear of new atrocities. I go on another A to B
demonstration, shout some slogans, and then at the end of day I again open up this special com-
partment and put the anger of some new atrocity in it, all in anticipation of the day when I shall
need this anger to bring the Empire down.

But a new fear has overcomeme. I perceivemy anger callingme from inside this compartment,
I hear the door unlatching from inside, and this new terrible question approaches me:

How shall I know when it’s time for insurrection?
Will it be when the next river or lake is destroyed after being needlessly polluted? When

logging companies have destroyed another eco-system and driven the native peoples from the
land?

Is then the time for insurrection?
Or is it when a government or NATO or the UN bombs a country and murders thousands of

people?When anothermultinational is complicit with themurder of indigenous tribes so another
of the earth’s natural areas can be plundered?

Is then the time for insurrection?
When your local factory exports another shipment of arms designed and destined to kill

people like you and me? If corporations continue to wreak havoc upon the ozone layer, if ecology
is cast blindly aside in favour of profit? If certain parties proceed in a manner which is clearly
imperilling the lives of a multitude of glorious and beautiful animals and plants on our planet?

Is then the time for insurrection?
Or do we carry on simply demonstrating, handing in petitions, hoping the system will realise

its faults and change, or hope for a future revolution when we’ve got the masses on our side and
we will then be able to put everything right? Do we hope for this whilst the system carries on



destroying us and the planet to such an extent that the world may not be worth living in when
we finally get round to doing anything about it?

Do we carry on waiting and waiting until things get critical? Is it then the time for insurrec-
tion?

Or will it be too late…?
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